
Hive Pro

Continuous Threat Exposure Management Solution 
that is tailored and customized to proactively identify 
threats and reduce an organization’s attack surface.

HivePro Uni5

Enterprise security departments are currently in an era of change. Enterprises today pack on technology and 

assessments to reduce their attack surface and vulnerabilities, but they still lose sight of reducing their exposure to 

threats. How is this possible? Only by multiple compliance-based risk assessments, arbitrary scores from siloed-point 

solutions, and so much noise with little actionable insight. Generic remediations serve only a few and leave out the 

many.

This is because none of the markets that stand today have vendors that correlate your true threats to your true risks. 

Many are great at mapping assets, but not applying a threat lens to it. Without calculating a true threat score, how 

can you truly know your true risk? When one part of this equation is flawed, the entire equation is flawed. You can’t 

save yourself with best-guess security.

www.HivePro.com/HiveProUni5

HivePro Uni5 is a Continuous Threat Exposure 
Management Solution that is tailored and 

customized to proactively identify threats and 

reduce an organization’s attack surface. Our goal 

is to prevent the most likely attacks to hit your 

organization from one platform. We manage your 

threat exposure in a practical and customized way 

by contextualizing your assets and threats, by 

prioritizing those vulnerabilities that matter 

most, and by assisting you in resolving those risks.

The most comprehensive program today on how 
to stop cyberthreats and related risks from 
forming in your organization is called Threat 
Exposure Management. It is a program that requires 
you to continuously plan for, monitor, and reduce 
your business-specific risks related to the most 
recent TTPs of cyberattacks. Threat Exposure 
Management Program can help your business 
prevent attacks which are specific to your 
business and security environment from 
happening before it even reaches you.

5-Step Program

1. Scope

2. Discover

3. Prioritize

4. Validate

5. Mobilize

Gartner Definition 
Continuously plan, monitor, 

and reduce your level of risk 

using validation technologies 

that prompt prioritized 

remediation actions based on 

the business context, so 

executives understand and 

engage. 

Asset Discovery

Vulnerability Scans

Integrations

Business Context Reports & Alerts

Patch Intelligence

Actionable Threat
Adisory

Remediation 
Orchestration

Map Your Assets and 
Security Environment

Test and Prioritize your
true Vulnerabilities

Patch, Alert, 
Remediate, Report
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HIVE PRO MAKES AN IMMEDIATE IMPACT

TIME TO REMEDIATE – RESPONSE 

IN HOURS RATHER THAN DAYS

Automate remediation of Threat Advisory, Get instant 

Visibility to prioritized Vulnerabilities on critical Assets

 INCREASED EFFICIENCY WITH 

ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE

Real time analysis with Breach and Attack Simulation (BAS) 

module to check efficacy of your security controls. Action-

able intelligence with automation to remediate threats in 

minutes

 VISIBILITY TO BLIND SPOTS

Proactive visibility to attacks, Hackers & their techniques 

that could exploit vulnerabilities on your network. 

Automate the remediation with few clicks

Hive Pro

Get in Touch

Email:

info@hivepro.com

Website:

www.hivepro.com

Address:

1551 McCarthy Blvd. 
Suite 212
Milpitas, CA 95035
USA

HOW HIVEPRO UNI5 HELPS

Contextualize

- Discover Assets and assign criticality

-  Business Context – Vulnerability Intelligence

- Efficacy of Security Controls with Targeted Simulation

Resolve

- Automate remediation of Threat Advisory

- Patch Intelligence

- Visibility across the Vulnerability Life Cycle

Prioritize

- Threat Centric View Vs Risk Score

- Predict Attack Path Scenarios using MITRE framework

- Prioritize Vulnerability remediation
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